Counsel for Korean Investments
Noerr stands for excellence and entrepreneurial thinking. With well-versed teams of strong characters,
Noerr devises and implements solutions for the most complex and sophisticated legal matters. United by a
set of shared values, the firm’s 500+ professionals are driven by one goal: the client’s success. Listed groups
and multinational companies, large and medium-sized family businesses as well as financial institutions and
international investors all rely on Noerr.

/ About Noerr
Entrepreneurial Thinking
Noerr’s advisors make their clients’ challenges their
own and are always thinking one step ahead. In doing so,
they assume responsibility and are at liberty to make their
own decisions. The firm is committed to always going the
extra mile for its clients and to resolving complex matters
with the perfect mix of experience, excellence and sound
judgement.
Innovative Solutions
In complex and dynamic markets new approaches are
regularly required – and delivered by experts who bring both
the know-how and the necessary passion. This is precisely
what Noerr excels at: implementing integrated and
innovative solutions in the most efficient way.

Noerr Group
Noerr LLP – Noerr Consulting AG – TEAM Treuhand
GmbH – NOERR AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Our Offices
Alicante, Berlin, Bratislava, Brussels, Bucharest,
Budapest, Dresden, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, London, Moscow,
Munich, New York, Prague, Warsaw
www.noerr.com
Awarded Advice
Germany Law Firm of the Year
Chambers Europe Awards 2015

Global Reach
As one of the top European law firms, Noerr is also well
established internationally. With offices in eleven countries
and a global network of top-ranked “best friends” law firms,
Noerr is able to offer its clients truly cross-border advice. In
addition, Noerr is the exclusive member firm in Germany for
Lex Mundi, the world’s leading network of independent law
firms with in-depth experience in 100+ countries worldwide.

Law Firm of the Year: Germany
The Lawyer European Awards 2015

Capacity in Central and Eastern Europe
Noerr has long had its own offices in all major Central
and Eastern European capitals. The firm regularly advises on
greenfield investments, joint ventures, acquisitions and
divestments in Central and Eastern Europe by investors from
all over the world. With around 100 professionals, Noerr is
one of the leading law firms in the region.

Client Service Law Firm of the Year
Chambers Europe Awards 2012
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International Firm of the Year 2014
Legal Business Awards 2014
European Law Firm of the Year
The Lawyer European Awards 2012

Most innovative German law firm
Financial Times Innovative Lawyers
ILO Client Choice Award
International Law Office 2012, 2011 & 2007
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/ Bridging Markets & Cultures
Our History
The founder of Noerr was attorney Dr. Eduard Oehl. He opened a law office in Munich with two partners in 1950. In 1983 the
partnership selected the names of senior partners Nörr, Stiefenhofer and Lutz as its new name. In 1989 the partnership opened an
office in Frankfurt am Main. Dresden, Budapest, and Prague followed in 1990, Warsaw in 1992, Berlin in 1993, Moscow in 1994,
Bucharest in 1998, Düsseldorf in 1999, Bratislava in 2004, New York in 2005, London in 2010, Alicante in 2011 and Brussels in 2014.
On 31 December 2009, the name of the law firm was shortened to Noerr. Increasing internationalisation of our client base is
the reason. The law firm needs a name which is short, easily memorised and pronounced while retaining the goodwill established
over many decades. Noerr, without the German "ö", was chosen so that the name would not become distorted in electronic
communication.
Bridging Markets & Cultures
For delivering the best legal, financial and tax advice and service to its clients, Noerr has established multilingual and
multicultural Desks, providing cultural awareness, fluent communication and familiarity in multicultural jurisdictions.
Korean Investment Team
Providing experience and in-depth local market knowledge, the Noerr Korean Investment Team, embedded in a leading
European law firm, offers unique insights and practical solutions to various complex needs of businesses. Our multi-disciplinary
team comprises people with extensive expertise ranging from legal, tax and financial advisory services. The Noerr Investment Team
advises and offers support to Korean companies wishing to conduct and extend business or invest in Europe.
Special Focus on CEE
Noerr stands for outstanding knowledge of the economic and legal situations in Central and Eastern Europe. For more than 25
years we have been advising clients all over CEE through our regional presence and competence, which have enabled us to provide
tailor-made solutions to our clients. The Noerr Korean Investment Team extends our presence and special focus on CEE and
specializes in structuring and advising Korean companies on investments, ranging from greenfield investments, joint ventures,
mergers & acquisitions to complex advice on businesses and industries in CEE.
The team is headed and coordinated by Prof Dr Jörg K. Menzer and Scott SeongKoog Choi for the whole CEE region. Therefore,
Korean companies benefit not only from our expertise, but also from our profound knowledge of the local practices and customs.

/ Your Benefits & Contacts
Korean Desk & Advisory Services


Counsel for Korean companies investing in Europe



In-depth local market knowledge



Familiarity with the local cultural & legal conditions



Access to growth markets & know-how



Full service advisory for Korean companies



Market entry strategy & international expansion



Targeted market positioning



Investment safeguards & compliance



Advice on day-to day business activities



Dispute resolution

Prof. Dr. Jörg K. Menzer
Partner
Head CEE Offices
+40 21 3125888
joerg.menzer@noerr.com

Seongkoog Scott Choi
Financial Advisor
Head of Korean Desk
+40 21 3125888
scott.choi@noerr.com

“Dedicated advice to Korean clients on their investments in Romania and the wider CEE region, with
experience ranging across greenfield investments, corporate strategy and project management”
Chambers Global
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